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Uncovering Cultural Bias in EFL Textbooks

John Eric Sherman
Hongik University

-

-

for further research are offered.

INTRODUCTION

The primary responsibility often articulated by employers to native TESOL 

English communication skills. Teachers should accomplish this by choosing ap
propriate textbooks for their classes. This requirement supports the notion that the 
centerpiece of most TESOL classrooms remains the text. In reference to studies 

riculum (and in some cases, it actually becomes

of this dominance, many researchers have undertaken various analyses and critiques 
of available textbooks, and rightly so.

confront textbook bias, these educators are implicitly supporting as well as possibly 

because we cannot predict a given reader’s response to that text, including what 



response be accepting, challenging or rejecting such bias—becomes an important 

Interestingly, although research has been conducted on gender bias in text

bias in textbooks. Therefore, this is a gap of knowledge this study addresses.  The 

native speaker, a form of cultural bias termed nativism, akin to that which has been 
explored for gender. Thus, the guiding research question is, in general: what forms 

relation to male speakers in terms of social roles? A brief review of the literature 
on gender and cultural bias studies offers some insights on how to approach and 
attempt to answer these questions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The most popular method is performing an inventory count of the characters, roles 

textbooks at that time is a prime example. She chooses the texts by consulting the 

methods include counting the number of males and females appearing in the writ

and sentences; how often male and females appear in occupational roles as well 
as the different types of occupations shown; every noun that indicates a male or 
female; the total times masculine generic constructions occur in the text and the 



like Porreca’s have been valuable in illustrating how a preference for maleness can 
easily be found in the materials by quantifying language items.

been on the reading texts or grammar examples, but when the dialogues have been 

Jones, Kitetu, and Sunderland stress that such dialogues are often used in certain 
ways in the classroom: as oral models, as basis for pair work, as a model for writ
ing and as a model for listening or reading. Thus, they see their use as “developing 

students’ knowledge, practice opportunities and language skills being learned 

based upon their gender could have different amounts of practice and also practice 

male/female roles, the number of times males/females started a conversation, the 

something they fail to consider. They make reference to a study done by Poulou 

discovers inequality in the language functions assigned to different roles based 

further study but also needs to be examined in conjunction with another important 
characteristic: speaker status.

Moving beyond these earlier studies by including the language status of the 
persons demonstrating the language in the dialogues is not easy because the native 

The native speaker has been long viewed as the correct model to be imitated, es

However, much debate has revolved around the nature of the native speaker, as 



guage is ‘one who acquired the language in infancy, before any other language 

from this dichotomy, especially when that professional’s identity is being socially 

have been quick to point out the advantages and disadvantages of both native and 

yet to be made on this issue.

ideal being far from permanent replacement, it is no wonder that “Language profes
sionals often take it for granted that the only appropriate models of a language’s 

the day is not far off (if it has not come already) when more and more people 

English speakers than for linguistics encounters involving at least one native 
speaker, considered the stereotypical case by most curriculum planners and 

However, more and more professionals are now beginning to demand that 

native speaker in more recent textbooks illustrates that some curriculum developers 

neglected issue using techniques from some of the gender analyses previously 
completed as well as similarly employed in other studies of cultural bias.



commodity and the discursive practices within it that support the native speaker 
hierarchy. Although his work is focused more generally on how the cultural bias 

that established the basis for this study and its investigation of cultural bias termed 
nativism

seven types of gender bias—invisibility, linguistic bias, stereotyping, imbalance, 

in her analysis of six ESL textbooks that were being used in a school district in the 

invisibility and unreality in the chosen texts used from elementary to high school 

study cultural bias became a guide to this research project.

bias in textbooks. However, one problem has been that many researchers have 

a fuller picture. Although this is still a static view in the sense that one is observ
ing the textbook outside of its use in a classroom, it is nevertheless a necessary 

carried by the text. If educators are unaware of such bias, in both its obvious and 
hidden forms, then they cannot begin to help students go beyond comprehension to 

points out that “a variety of approaches may be needed to account for the inherent 

not only to help verify results but also to give a fuller picture of how the bias may 

speakers are interacting with each other and with native speakers and Poulou’s 

These frameworks can not only illustrate differences between gender but also be
tween speaker status. Uncovering cultural bias in model dialogues will help other 
educators in expanding circle TESOL contexts better confront these issues when 
using such conversations in their classrooms.



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Operationalization of Key Concepts 

speakers is being measured by a systematic quantitative analysis of classifying 

counted are explained in detail under both of the chosen frameworks. All other 

plained within the paper.

Participants/Materials 

being conversation focused. These texts include from Oxford 
UP,  from Thomson Heinle,  from Pearson Education and 
Interchange

beginner to intermediate levels of these series, and the texts all focus on young adult 
learners of university age or above.  Moreover, the conversation lengths in high 

ing only one per chapter but two can be found in  as well as one 
chapter in 

Procedure 

labeled  and Conversation 2.

versations are located in a section titled .

. 
Interchange 2

Conversation.

frameworks listed and explained below. Parts of these frameworks are used be
cause of a need to make adjustments since the study uses dialogues and not all of 
the written text in the books as well as the focus including speaker status and not 



male and native male.

Sadker and Sadker’s (2001) Framework

tic bias, stereotyping, imbalance, unreality, fragmentation and cosmetic bias (pp. 

in terms of gender as when a textbook “separates the discussion of women into a 

is occurring in the dialogues, the researcher counts and records the number of: 

native speakers. Some conversations have more than two speakers, so adjustments 

and how the textbooks might separate these groups. This framework addresses 

native speakers?

an inner circle country, a country where English is the mother tongue (see Kachru, 

country—a country where English has spread through colonialism and has some 

speakers born in expanding circle countries as an established variety of English 

When country of birth is not given, other criteria like name, pictures, audio 
recordings are used as clues to identify where speakers were most likely born. Be
cause so few of the characters state their country of origin, these criteria are used. 

by the following criteria:



country from which the character comes if stated or suggested in text.

 Some problems do occur in using these four criteria. They are discussed in 
the data section with the accompanying detailed notes presented in Appendix 1.

Poulou’s (1997) Framework

speakers in the dialogues. This is done as such roles could offer further explanations 
on why certain characters are using certain language functions and who is domi
nating the conversation. However, on a more basic level, it also shows if females 
or males are being regulated to certain stereotypical roles such as women always 
being seen as homemakers or secretaries while men are the doctors or bosses. In 

makes a distinction “between speakers exhibiting an occupational role (hotelier, 
baker etc.) and speakers having only a personal relationship role (mother, husband 

customer as a personal relationship role.  Thus, all characters in a customer role 

pational role are often labeled as such with no name given, while those exhibiting 

conversations, the context explicitly suggests the kind of personal relationship. 
In some instances, inferences have to be made. However, all clues or information 

Since the goal is to move beyond just looking for gender bias and include 
cultural bias, the study divides the characters by their gender and speaker status. 

division. The following criteria are used for the gender division into female, male 

have a clear male or female voice.



Again, some problems do occur in using these three criteria. They are 
discussed in the data section with the accompanying detailed notes presented in 

ers represented in relation to native female and male speakers in terms of social 

represented in relation to male speakers in terms of social roles? 

Approaches to Data Analysis 

comparisons between totals of raw counts as well as percentages to illustrate bias. 
Thus, this study uses these as well.

Limitations of the Study 
This study is limited in the following ways: 1) by the textbooks chosen for 

could affect the reliability and validity.

DATA

versation being excluded from the results, but only for this particular framework.  

because some texts, like 

support is chosen. Another problem is that some texts do not accompany all of 
their conversations with pictures and sometimes use cartoon drawings or pictures of 

Interchange 2 uses only 

ers of this text. Moreover, some texts use all native speakers on their recordings 

instances, the researcher relies on the other criteria to make a decision regarding 
the speaker’s status. In fact, due to these problems, only criterion 1 can be used for 

, 

One other note is that in , the researcher discovers that the directions 



of the 

have the directions “Read along silently as you listen to a conversation in a (hotel/

of natural, or not, seems to show which conversations are between native speakers 

like woman or renter or by a job title like agent or detective. In regards to the last 
issue, all of these characters are deemed a native speaker unless there is evidence 

this framework where possible. In short, in  one conversation 
is unusable, as the speaker status of at least one character cannot be determined by 

in  three conversations are unusable, as the speaker status of at least 

of this framework, please refer to Appendix 1 

results.  Since the researcher divides the characters not only by their gender but 
also by their speaker status, the results from the criteria developed for Sadker and 

from the criteria developed for this framework are used for the gender division. 

occur in using the three criteria for this framework because some texts, like World 

 and Interchange 2, do not accompany all of their conversations with pictures 
and sometimes use cartoon drawings or pictures of objects or places to illustrate 

regard to these issues, the characters are deemed a female or male by majority rule 
using as many of the three criteria for this framework where possible. However, 
when one criterion is not applicable, a tie is possible and, in fact, does happen once, 

the data. 
of ambiguous speaker status or gender status is recorded but is not included in the 



in the model conversations.

RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Sadker and Sadker’s (2001) Framework

 proves 

2

Table 1: Frequency of Dialogues between Only Native Speakers, Only Non-
native Speakers or Mixed Speakers for Person to Person 2

Dialogues 
with only 
native 
speakers

Dialogues with 
only 

speakers

Dialogues 
with mixed 
speakers

Total 
dialogues

Table 2: Frequency of Dialogues between Only Native Speakers, Only Non-
native Speakers or Mixed Speakers for World Link 2

Dialogues 
with only 
native 
speakers

Dialogues with 
only 

speakers

Dialogues 
with mixed 
speakers

Total 
dialogues

only native speakers. The examples given in this text seem most appropriate in an 

seven are with mixed speakers and three with only native speakers. This text has 

Thus, the text seems unable to let go of the native speaker as one has to be present 
at all times in each conversation. However, the majority of conversations in both 



Table 3: Frequency of Dialogues between Only Native Speakers, Only Non-
native Speakers or Mixed Speakers for Top Notch 2 

Dialogues 
with only 
native 
speakers

Dialogues with 
only 

speakers

Dialogues 
with mixed 
speakers

Total 
dialogues

Table 4: Frequency of Dialogues between Only Native Speakers, Only Non-
native Speakers or Mixed Speakers for Interchange 2

Dialogues 
with only 
native 
speakers

Dialogues with 
only 

speakers

Dialogues 
with mixed 
speakers

Total 
dialogues

text presents a world in which only native speakers interact with each other and 

shows that Interchange 2 avoids such segregation, albeit barely. In this text the 

a small minority. 

Poulou’s (1997) framework

expert (personal relationship) roles. In  and Interchange 2

males in Interchange 2

speakers using English in their occupation is quite curious in these texts. Thus, the 

not for business. Interestingly,  presents the exact opposite as Table 



Table 5: Frequency of Expert and Non-expert Roles for Non-native Female 
and Male and Native Female and Male Speakers for World Link 2 

Non-native Native

Female Male Female Male

Ex-
perts None   None  

Politician  (1)
Detective  (1)
Receptionist  (1)  

Politician  (1)
Detective  (1)
(Store)  clerk  (1)

Non-
experts

Friend  (2)
Acquaintance  
(1)
Customer  (2)

Friend  (2)
Acquaintance  
(1)
Classmate  (1)
Partner  (1)  

Friend  (2)  
Acquaintance  (1)
Customer  (1)
Partner  (1)
Daughter  (1)

Friend  (3)
Customer  (1)
Father  (1)  

Table 6: Frequency of Expert and Non-expert Roles for Non-native Female 
and Male and Native Female and Male Speakers for Interchange 2 

Non-native Native

Female Male Female Male

Ex-
perts None   None   Hairdresser  (1)  

Waiter  (1)
(Airport  info.)  
Clerk  (1)

Non-
experts

Friend  (1)
Acquaintance  (1) None

Friend  (7)  
Customer  (2)
Partner  (2)
Mother  (1)
Daughter  (1)

Friend  (11)
Customer  (2)
Partner  (2)
Father  (1)  
Son  (1)

Table 7: Frequency of Expert and Non-expert Roles for Non-native Female 
and Male and Native Female and Male Speakers for Top Notch 2

Non-native Native

Female Male Female Male

Ex-
perts

(Car  rental)  Agent  
(1)
Businesswoman  (2)

(Hotel)  Clerk  
(1) None None

Non-
experts

(Hotel)  Guest  (1) (Car)  Renter  
(1)

Friend  (6)
Partner  
(1)

Friend  (4)
Partner  (1)
Acquaintance  (2)



native speakers may be using English in their lives but fails short in its portrayal 
of how native speakers use English. Only 

in Table 8.

Table 8: Frequency of Expert and Non-expert Roles for Non-native Female 
and Male and Native Female and Male Speakers for Person to Person 2

Native

Male Male

Ex
perts

(Hotel) Glerk (1)
(Travel) Agent 
(1)

Pharmacist 
(1)

(Info.) Clerk (1) 

experts

(Hotel) Guest 
(1)

(Car) renter (1)
Partner (1) Partner (1)

The imbalance shown in the other texts—one that warrants further explora
tion with a larger sample of texts—raises issues again of how students are being 

assigned to females and males in the texts, a positive sign indeed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

in materials, whether they are based on gender, race, class, speaker status and so on, 
are problematic due to the nature of English language teaching. If biased materials 

and can react in various ways to biased texts. However, the educator certainly has 
a social responsibility not simply to ignore bias in textbooks but to point it out and 
help students confront it, with the understanding that such confrontation will allow 

the students react to biased texts, whether that response be accepting, challenging or 



The sexism exhibited in textbooks has been thoroughly researched and docu

to see how the use of such materials as well as the treatment of such materials by 
teachers could be affecting students’ learning. Although so much research has been 

lot less has been done regarding speaker status bias in textbooks. Thus, the goal of 
this study is to address this gap of knowledge and create a new dialogue on bias in 

nativism.

, 
,  and Interchange 2. Unfortunately, just as these earlier 

tion here also prove to show forms of discrimination for speaker status.

only among themselves—is occurring in one of the texts. In , all of 

another. Interchange 2 barely avoids this by including two conversations that 

native speakers does not necessarily mean they are being entirely inclusive. The 

there to make the text appear to address the issue of such speakers but failing to 
truly present them using English in a realistic way. The results should serve as a 

are interacting in the dialogues of any text they are currently using or considering 
for their classes.

relationship) roles. Once again bias is found in three of the four textbooks. Only 

expert roles.  and Interchange 2

in expert roles while  fails to show native speakers in any such roles. 

native speakers only use English for personal relations but not for business. The 

occupational and personal relationship roles, so students are exposed to realistic 



of any text they are currently using or considering for their classes.
Unfortunately, the results of this study have shown that the introduction of 

way. In fact, they suggest that just as many content studies were done for gender 
over the years to instigate much needed change in that area that many more studies 
for speaker status should be done as well to push for more equitable treatment of 

setting, a future area of study would include studying the use of materials contain

students respond to such texts and the bias in them but also how both native and 

is not addressed in this research is English varieties and international English in 

both  and Interchange 2 clearly state that they are written in 
American English while  and  both say they are presenting 
English as an international language. However, in reality they also appear to be in 

recordings of three of the texts, none of them feature other varieties of English in 

including any particular vocabulary or grammar structures representing a possible 

speaker, surely the appearance of other varieties in materials will need to be studied 
both outside and inside the classroom. Only with such studies can educators be 
sure that they are empowering their students with a sense of ownership of English.
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APPENDIX 1

Sadker and Sadkers’ (2001) framework
Key for this framework: 

Person to Person 2:
Note: One conversation is unusable, as the speaker status of at least one char

for these characters. Also, majority rule is used for this textbook, so when there 

Unit 1: Conversation 1:
Conversation 2: Unit 
2: Conversation 1:
Note
en. The speakers on the CD have clear Asian accents. Majority rules NN. Con-
versation 2:
speakers (unusable). Note: The man has no name. The picture shows him to be 
a person of color. He has a distinctive Australian accent on the CD. Even though 
there are people of color in Australia without a clear majority of evidence for na

Unit 3: Conversa-
tion 1: Note: Jo is 
an English name. The picture shows her as a person of color. Her accent on the 
CD is clearly American. Majority rules N. Conversation 2: Voice = N, Woman 

Note: Voice (on an answering 
machine) and woman are given no names. The picture shows a person of color. 

as Chicago and is calling the woman at an English Language Institute so he can 

U.S. Majority rules N for voice and woman. Unit 4: Conversation 1: Jane = N, 
Note: Jane is an English name. Her pic

ture shows her to be Asian. Her accent is American. Majority rules N. (This is 
one of two cases in this textbook in which the picture is of an Asian person and 
the voice on the CD is native. All of the other Asian pictures match Asian ac
cents on the CD). Jim is an English name. His picture is Asian. He has an Asian 
accent on the CD. Majority rules NN. Conversation 2: Jim = NN, Tamara = 

Note: Jim is an English name. His picture is Asian. He 
has an Asian accent on the CD. Majority rules NN. Unit 5: Conversation 1: 

Conversation 2:
Unit 6: Conversation 1:

Note: Jay is an English name. His picture is 
Asian. His accent on the CD is also Asian. Majority rules NN. Conversation 2: 



Note: Jay is an English name. His 
picture is Asian. His accent on the CD is also Asian. Majority rules NN. Unit 
7: Conversation 1: Conversa-
tion 2: Unit 8: Conversation 1: 

Note: Julie and Lisa 
are English names. Julie and Lisa are shown to be Asian in the picture. Julie 
and Lisa have Asian accents on the CD. Majority rules NN. Conversation 2: 

Note: The picture of the 
clerk is Asian. The clerk has an American accent on the CD.  The conversation 
takes place in a hotel in Tioman (this is known from conversation 1 in which the 
women book a hotel in Tioman). Majority rules NN. (This is one of two cases 
in this textbook in which the picture is of an Asian person and the voice on the 
CD is native. All of the other Asian pictures match Asian accents on the CD). 
Julie and Lisa are English names. Julie and Lisa are shown to be Asian in the 
picture. Julie and Lisa have Asian accents on the CD. Majority rules NN. Unit 
9: Conversation 1: Con-
versation 2: Note: The guide 
has no name. The guide’s picture is Caucasian. She has an American accent on 
the CD. The location is Hong Kong. Majority rules N. Unit 10: Conversation 
1: Conversation 2: Mariko = NN, 

Unit 11: Conversation 1: Max = N, Shigeo = NN; 
Conversation 2:

Unit 12: Conversation 1: Note: John 
is an English name. John is shown to be Asian in the picture. John has an Asian 
accent on the CD. Majority rules NN. Conversation 2: Angie = N; John = NN; 

Note: John is an English name. John is shown to be Asian in 
the picture. John has an Asian accent on the CD. Majority rules NN.

World Link 2:

Note: Three conversations are unusable, as the speaker status of at least one 

tions are included in the results. Because the pictures do not always show the 
characters in the conversations, the tape recording of the dialogues features all 
native speakers and only one conversation has a reference to a country, criteria 

Unit 1: Conversation 1: Maria = Ambiguous, Junko = NN, Ricardo = NN; 
(unusable). Conversation 2: Young Il = NN, Illeana = NN, 

Unit 2:  Conversation 1: Jill = N, Jose’ = NN; 
Unit 3:  Conversation 1:

Unit 4:  Conversation 1: Moderator = N, Mr. Taylor = 
 Unit 5: Conversation 1:



Unit 6: Conversation 1: Hans 
Unit 7: Conversation 1: Omar = Ambigu

(unusable). Unit 8: Conversation 1: Chris = 
Unit 9: Conversation 1: Juan = NN, Greg = 

Unit 10: Conversation 1: Receptionist = N, Yuka = NN: 

Unit 11: Conversation 1: Unit 12: 
Conversation 1: (unusable).

Top Notch 2:

Note: In this textbook the researcher discovers that the directions of the 
Bites

silently as you listen to a conversation in a (hotel/car rental agency/meeting) in 
natural, or not, seems to show which con

Unit 1: Conversation 1: Unit 2: Con-
versation 1: Unit 3: Conversation 1: 

Note: The picture of the Guest is 
an Asian woman. She has an Asian accent on the CD. The conversation takes 

the clerk appears to be a mixture of Caucasian and Hispanic. He has a Spanish 

Unit 4: Conversation 1: Renter = NN, Agent = NN; 
Note: The Renter’s name is Koji Oinuma. The picture of 

the Renter is an Asian man. He has an Asian accent on the CD. The conversa

picture of the Agent is a Caucasian woman. She has a German accent on the CD. 

speaker. Unit 5: Conversation 1:
Unit 6: Conversation 1: Unit 7: Con-
versation 1: Unit 8: Conversation 1: 

Unit 9: Conversation 1:
Note: This is an instant message con

identify themselves in the conversation as Ron and Deb. Unit 10: Conversation 
1:



Interchange 2:

Note: In this textbook, the conversations are accompanied by cartoon drawings. 

Unit 1: Conversation 1: Unit 2: Con-
versation 1:  Unit 3: Conversation 1: 

 Unit 4: Conversation 1: Steve = N, 
Unit 5: Conversation 1: Julia = N, 

 Unit 6: Conversation 1:
Unit 7: Conversation 1: Jenny 

Unit 8: Conversation 1: Jill = N, Emiko 
Unit 9: Conversation 1: Tanya = N, Matt = N; total 

Unit 10: Conversation 1:
Unit 11: Conversation 1: Unit 12: 
Conversation 1: Unit 13: Conversa-
tion 1: Unit 14: Conversation 1: Ron 

Note: The three native speakers 
Unit 15: Conversation 

1: Unit 16: Conversation 1: Albert = N, 



APPENDIX 2

Poulou’s (1997) framework
Key for this framework

Person to Person 2:
Unit 1: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Pete Wilson 

Note: classmate is used 

room setting or discussing school issues, whereas friend is used when characters 

discussing personal issues. Conversation 2: Occupational/personal relation

Unit 2: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relation
Conversation 2: 

Occupational/personal relationship roles: Clerk1 (NM) (information) clerk (E), 

(NE) (unusable AM data). Note: Clerk 1 and Woman1 are being used here as 
there are more than one clerk and woman characters in the textbook, but these 
characters are not meant to be the same clerk or woman. Unit 3: Conversation 
1:

Conversation 2: Oc

Unit 4: Conversation 1: 

classmate (NE), Jim (NNM) classmate (NE). Conversation 2: Occupational/
). 

Unit 5: Conversation 1: 
Conversation 2 Oc

Unit 6: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship 



Conversation 2:
pharmacist (E), Jay (NNM) customer (NE). Unit 7: Conversation 1: Occu

friend (NE). Conversation 2: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Denise 
Unit 8: Conversation 1: Occupa

Conversation 2: Occupational/per

Unit 9: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal 

Conversation 2:
Unit 10: Conversation 1: Occupational/

Conversation 2: 
Unit 11: Conversation 1: Occupational/

personal relationship roles: Max (NM) friend (NE), Shigeo (NNM) friend (NE). 
Conversation 2: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Max (NM) friend 
(NE), Shigeo (NNM) friend (NE). Unit 12: Conversation 1: Occupational/

Conversation 2:
(NE), John (NNM) friend (NE).

World Link 2:
Unit 1: Conversation 1: 

(unus-
able AF data). Note: classmate is used when characters state they have met in 

whereas friend is used when characters state they are friends or are seen social
Conversa-

tion 2: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Yong Il (NNM) acquaintance 
Note: 

even though Yong Il and Tammy say they are colleagues, the context of this 

as acquaintances. Unit 2: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship 
Note: the characters 



are labeled as partner as it is not clear if they are romantically involved or just 
friends but their relationship is social in nature. Unit 3: Conversation 1: Occu
pational/personal relationship roles: Detective Stye (NM) detective (E), Detec

Unit 4: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal 
relationship roles: Moderator (NA) moderator (E), Mr. Taylor (NM) politician 

(unusable NA data). Unit 5: Conversation 
1:

(E). Unit 6: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Hans 
(NNM) friend (NE), Tom (NM) friend (NE). Unit 7: Conversation 1: Occu

(NE) (unusable AM data). Unit 8: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal 
Unit 9: 

Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Juan (NNM) friend 
(NE), Greg (NM) friend (NE). Unit 10: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal 

(NE). Unit 11: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Lea 
Unit 12: Conversation 1: Occu

(NE) (unusable AF data).

Top Notch 2:
Unit 1: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Ed (NM) 
acquaintance (NE), Keith (NM) acquaintance (NE). Unit 2: Conversation 1: 

partner (NE). Note: the characters are labeled as partner as it is not clear if they 
are romantically involved or just friends but their relationship is social in nature. 
Unit 3: Conversation 1:
(hotel) guest (NE), Clerk (NNM) (hotel) clerk (E). Unit 4: Conversation 1: Oc
cupational/personal relationship roles: Renter (NNM) (car) renter (NE), Agent 

Unit 5: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal re

(E). Unit 6: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Terri 
Unit 7: Conversation 1: Occupational/



Unit 8: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Joe (NM) 
Unit 9: Conversation 1: Occupational/

friend (NE). Unit 10: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: 
Matt (NM) friend (NE), Paul (NM) friend (NE).

Interchange 2:
Unit 1: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Ted (NM) 

Unit 2: Conversation 1: 

(airport information) clerk (E). Unit 3: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal 
relationship roles: Brain (NM) friend (NE), Terry (NM) friend (NE). Unit 4: 
Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Steve (NM) customer 

Unit 5: Conversa-
tion 1:

Unit 6: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relation

Unit 7: Conversation 1: Occupational/

Unit 8: Conversation 1:
Unit 9: Conversation 1: Occupational/

Unit 10: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Dan (NM) 
friend (NE), Brad (NM) friend (NE). Unit 11: Conversation 1: Occupational/

(NE). Unit 12: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Pete 
Unit 13: Conversation 1: Occupa

(NE). Note: the characters are labeled as partner as it is not clear if they are ro
mantically involved or just friends but their relationship is social in nature. Unit 
14: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Ron (NM) friend 

Unit 15: Conversation 
1: 
partner (NE). Note: the characters are labeled as partner as it is not clear if they 



are romantically involved or just friends but their relationship is social in nature. 
Unit 16: Conversation 1: Occupational/personal relationship roles: Albert 
(NM) friend (NE), Daniel (NM) friend (NE).
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